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Outline

- Most wanted documents and their status
- Existing documents and statistics from site
- Pending tasks and timescale
Client documentation
Status: PDF contains everything, client.conf issue
People on it: Martin, Zsombor
Notes:
ETA:

Client API documentation
Status: only C++ doxygen up to date; documents are obsolete. There is new documentation by Zsombor, not yet published.
People on it: Martin
Notes: Zsombor provided some pictures; SWIG documentation is needed as well.
ETA:
Most wanted docs 2/3

- LRMS backend administrator documentation
  Status: Partially in sysadmin guide
  People on it: All Backend developers
  Notes: needs checking of configuration options for each LRMS
  ETA:?

- LRMS backend developer documentation
  Status: Non existing
  People on it: All backend developers
  Notes: Needed for extension of backend scripts, especially infocollectors that are not ARC >1.0.
  ETA: Delayed forever?
Architectural documents
People on it: All developers should
Notes: Proposed solution is to shift all this information in developers manuals. First section of the developer manual should always contain a deep architectural look. ETA: not yet planned.
Stats from site

- See Oxana slides
Pending tasks

- Branch documentation according to versions
  Assignee: Anders, Oxana
  DL: to be done before end of TM

- Update client documentation
  Assignee: Zsombor? Martin? Who else?
  DL:
Pending Tasks (cont'd)

- Savannah ticket on configuration
  Assignee: EB
  DL: EMI code freeze

- Define a template for development docs so that they all include architecture details
  Assignee: Florido
  DL: Delayed. Maybe after code freeze.
Pending tasks (cont'd)

- Update wiki homepage
- Update documentation landing page
- Sync 'man arc.conf'
- 2143: Map GLUE2 values to job description
- 2344: Update job mappings including EMIES
- 2706: Include information on how ARC can be shown in bdii-top
- 2732: Configuration checklist for a-rex
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